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Abstract— Programming logic controller (PLC) is an 

intelligent device in the field of Automation. Today in this 

globalized world almost every task is carried out with 

automation. Automation   simply replaces humans by 

machines to perform a particular task. Various tools has been 

used for employing automation such as PLC (Program logic 

controller), SCADA (Supervisory control & Data Acquisition 

system), DCS (Distributed control system) etc. PLC is an 

effective tool for employing automation. PLC is a 

programming device used for controlling a particular task. 

Basically PLC is a digital computer, which takes input 

processes over it as per requirement & gives appropriate 

output. This paper covers the basics of PLC including block 

diagram, working etc. This paper can give basic idea about 

PLC. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In early days, almost all domestic & industrial working were 

carried out by human beings. Such work done was employed 

using Traditional methods. As for as industrial working is 

concerned the traditional methods had much limitations as 

Low accuracy of product, high time consumption un-

uniformity in products high cost of product etc. In the phase 

of globalization as the market demand increased, it was 

unable to fulfill the requirements of industry with traditional 

technology. Therefore world of PLC has been developed. 

PLC has become smart & effective tool of automation PLC is 

a digital computer which takes an input evaluates input & 

gives output. Basically is a smart controller which not only 

processes over the input but also monitors entire task. As 

name indicates it is a logic controller since it works on applied 

conditional logics. PLC is a programmable controller, so it is 

much flexible. 

II. STRUCTURAL DIAGRAM OF PLC 

PLC having following sub systems: 

1) Input Module 

2) I/P devices 

3) CPU 

4) Memory 

5) O/P Modules 

6) Power Supply 

 
Fig. 1.1: Structural Diagram of PLC 

A. Input Devices 

Input devices are the devices through which input quantities 

are fed to CPU of PLC. The typical input devices are suitable, 

push buttons, sensors, etc. 

B. Input Module 

Since it is controller, the function of Input module is to 

convert user data into ‘O’ & ‘1’. It also verifies that input 

devices are properly connected to input module or not. 

C. CPU 

CPU plays vital role in working of PLC. It consists of 

processor, Memory etc. the processor in PLC is same as that 

of processor of personal computer. Both processor are only 

differs in programming languages. In this section the input 

data gets evaluated. 

D. Memory 

The user data gets stored sequentially in Memory section 

generally two types of memories are available: 

E. RAM: (Random Access Memory) 

It is an erasable memory. The different user program gets 

stored in RAM. User can edit or modify the data stored in 

RAM at any instant. 

F. ROM: (Read only Memory) 

It is a permanent memory the operating system of PLC gets 

stored in ROM. It is not user accessible. User can’t edit or 

modify the contents stored in ROM. 

G. Output Modules 

It works exactly opposite to input modules output module 

converts the evaluated data in CPU section into a language 
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which user can understand. It can also verify whether O/P 

devices are properly connected to O/P module or not. 

H. Output Device 

Output devices are the indicating devices used to show the 

output of PLC. The typical output devices are Lamp, LED, 

Motor, etc. 

I. Power Supply 

Generally D.C. Power supply is required for the operation of 

PLC Basic function of power supply is to provide power to 

different components of PLC such as Input module, output 

module, CPU, etc. 

III. WORKING STAGES OF PLC 

Generally PLC works in 4 stages: 

1) Self-Test 

2) Input Scan 

3) Program Scan 

4) Output Scan 

 
Figure 1.2 Working Cycle of PLC 

A. Self-Test 

When PLC gets started it takes some time to start & within 

that short time period it checks all its software’s & hardware’s 

it verifies whether all its software & hardware are properly 

assembled or misplaced. Then it gives respective indications 

for proper assembling & misplacing. 

B. Input Scan 

This stage verifies the proper connections of input devices 

with input module. This stage also verifies whether the given 

input is within range or not. 

C. Program Scan 

This stage verifies the actual evaluation of user input data. 

D. Output Scan 

This stage verifies the proper connection of output devices 

with output module. This stage also verifies input & output 

devices co-ordination. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

This paper presents basic details of PLC. It includes 

architecture of PLC, working stages of PLC etc. the subparts 

of PLC. Such as input & output module, CPU, memory power 

supply, input & output device has been described in this 

paper. It can be concluding that the PLC is most simple & 

effective tool for automation.  This paper may act as a guiding 

material for those who want to know about the basics of PLC. 
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